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Abstract 

Fanners in the high rainfall region of Western Australia are able to obtain agricultural information 
and incorporate this infonnation into their production systems. As a result risk associated with this 
production may alter. To determine the benefits of this change, farmers were asked to directly value 
the information that they received by using questionnaires based on the contingent valuation method 
(CVM). These valuations combined with additional data collected from the questionnaires were 
incorporated into profit functions and fanners' attitudes towards risk were estimated. It was 
hypothesised that these estimations would be consistent \Vith the Australian literature and would 
therefbre be valid and reliable. Results showed that generally farmers' risk aversion coefficients, 
estimated using their valuations for the information that they used, were small and so comparable to 
other recorded findings. It may therefore be argued that fanners were able to nominate valid and 
reliable valuations for the information that they used. 

Key Words: non-market goods; contingent valuation: validating survey data. 

Introductiun 

Traditionally the contingent valuation method (CVM) has been used to value consumer goods 
(Mitchell and Carson, 1989; Wilks, 1990; Adamowicz, 1991 ). However, if the supply of non-market 
production inputs, for example t~c·se used in agriculture, is to be continued, suppliers of these inputs 
need to understand their value in order to make efficient allocation decisions. To ascertain the 
suitability of the CVM to valuing a production input agricultural information provided to fanners in 
the high rainfall region of Western Australia was selected as the focus of this study. Such 
information is provided to farmers by both private and public sources. 

To ensure the credibility of the results, survey data should also be assessed for its reliability and 
validity. Several suggestions may be found in the CVM literature as to testing reliability and validity 
(Kealy, Dovidio and Rockel, 1988; ?vlitchell and Carson, 1989; Reiling, Boyle, Phillips and 
Anderson, 1990; lmber, Stevenson and Wilks, 1991 ). One such test which is appropriate for 
determining reliability associated with the value placed on a production input by way of surveying 
users involves conducting econometric analyses. Tllis procedure has been explored by Pluske (1994) 
but will not be further discussed in this paper. Instead Asa.fu-Adjaye's (1989) initiative of testing for 
validity and reliability by determining if the values obtained from a CVM survey agreed with 
predictions from economic theory will be developed. 

In particular, data including the maximum value (MV) each farmer placed on the non-market 
production inputs used were collected in a survey designed to reduce as many potential biases as 
possible. These responses were then incorporated into a model so that unknown production 
characteristics such as farmers' attitudes towards risk could be estimated. The reasoning behind this 
procedure was based on work completed by Fraser (1992) which showed that farmers' attitudes 
towards risk could be estimated from survey data concerning willingness-to-pay for crop insurance 
collected by Patrick (1988). In addition it was noted from Freebairn (1978) and Babcock (1990) that 
agricultural information is of value to farmers if its use increases farmers' levels of utility. This 
increase may be achieved by fanners using information that causes risk associated with output price 
to be reduced. Therefore by placing relevant data concerning this risk reduction into a production 
model, the estimated risk aversion coefficients could be compared to those estimated, for !iinillar 
farmers, using other methods such as outlined .by Bond and Wonder ( 1980) and Bardsley and Harris 
( 1987). This comparison will provide the CVM researcher with some knowledge as to the reliability 
and validity of the survey data. 
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In the remainder of this paper the methodolo&'Y developed to est: mate the risk aversion coefficients 
of farmers, given their nominated MVs for infonnatir · and expe~·ed level •Jf£'UT" reven,.le is 
explained. Then the methodology is applied using dat ·ollected fh ·111 fn.rm11rs by Pluskf' (1994). 
Results are presented and discussed and conclusions are drawn at t: . end of the paper 

l\1.ethodology 

In this study it is assumed (IUtt fanners know the prices for all tl1eir inputs, therefor~~ th~: only 
uncertain price parameter is tbe output price (ie., wool price) ru1d is referred to in wnat follows as 
price-risk. In addition, wool yield per hectare was assumed to be known with certainty. This 
assumption was based on empirical data regarding the variability of wool production. Harris, 
C:awford, Gnten and Honan (1974) estimated that output variability was responsible for less than 
six per cent of wool income variation, while Piggott (1987) estimated the coefficient of variation of 
fine combing wool (20-24 microns) to be only 3.7 per cent. 

If it is further assumed that wool price uncertainty is multiplicative, then revenue before the use of 
wool price-risk information may be given by: 
\f' = cpw L I> (1) 

where: tJ' == revenue generated from on-fann operations 
$ = random variable representing wool price uncertainty (E( ~) = 1) 
w == wool yield per hectare 
L == hectares of land allocated to wool 
l> == expected price received per unit of wool 

Since E( cp) = 1, expected revenue can be riven by: 
E('P) = w L I> 

Profit can be expressed as: 
1t =: "P - pi X - F 

where: 1t = profit 
Pi = vector of input prices 
x = quantity of inputs 
F = whole fann fixed costs 

So that expected profit may be represented by: 
E(1t) = E(\}')- Pix- F 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Given the assumption of certain input prices, variance of profit can be expressed as: 
Var( 1t) = V ar(tp) 

= (w L fJ)2 Var($) (5) 

Information aimed at reducing price-risk can then be added into the modeL The consequence ofthis 
addition is to create an opposite effect to that of mean preserving spread. As Sandmo (1971) 
explained 1, the effect of reducing variance in a model can be achieved by" replacing .price With 
[ll( 1 +I 1) (p - I>) + I>] where for the p~rpose of this study I1 js the quantity of.informatiQn require<} 
to reduce price-risk. Therefore when information aimed at reducing"price-ri~k is obtain~d1 _revenue 
can be written as: 
('Pn) = 1/(1+11 ) ['P-E('P)] +E('P) (where.O=:;It) (q) 

and so E(':P) is unchanged from Equation 2 above. 

I. Hey ( 1979) extends ui>on this thCQry. 



Profit may be represented by: 
(7tn) = 11(1+11 ) [\{'- E('¥)) + E(ll')- Ppc- Pu 11 - F 

{where: Pu =price ofinfortnation) 
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(1) 

so that E(7t) remains unchanged to that of Equation 4 except that p~yment for information has;beert 
added as an additional cost. 

Variance of profit may be depicted by: 
Var(nu) = [(w L I>)/(1 +lt)J2 Var(<f>) (8) 

which is less than or equal to the Var(1t) shown in Equation 5 above as 0~11 . That is, Var(7t) has 
decreased but so also has E(7t) by the MV that a fanner has nominated for the infonnation, · 

The MV for information aimed at reducing variance of wool prices depends not only on farmers' 
expected revenue and profit, derived from wool production, but also on their expected increase in 
utility resulting from use of the information which, in tum, depends upon their attitude towards risk 
Expected utility of profit may be written as: 

E[U(n)] = U[E(1t)) + Y2 U"[E(1t)] Var(1t) (9) 

which indicates that expected utility can be approximately expressed as a filnction of mean and 
variance of profit (Newbery and Stiglitz, 1981). Although an approximation, mean-varlanc~ anal,y$i$ 
has been widely used in theoretical and empirical studies of microeconomic decision mald.ng ~¢Cause 
of its analytical tractability. Moreover, .recent simulation studies by Hanson and L~dd (1991),~d 
Garcia, Adam and Hauser ( 1994) have provided support for the accuracy of this approximation in 
agricultural production studies. 

Farmers' utility functions were estimated using the constant relative risk aversion function which is 
supported by Pope and Just (1991) for use in agricultural research. In finding the risk attimdes of 
Australian fanners, Bardsley and Harris ( 1987) estimated the partial risk aversion coefficient. 
However, for an expected utility model expressed in tenns of profit (as in this stUdy) instead of 
wealth, Pope and Just (1991) stated that relative and partial risk aversion are identicaLandtherefore 
the results derived from this study can be compared to those estimated by l3ardsley and Hanis 
(1987). 

The r.on.~~~uu relative risk aversion function may be expressed as; 
U(·rc)..::: n:(l-R)f(l-R} 

where~ R is the risk aversion coefficient 

and U"[{7t)] = -R (1t)~R-1 or -R(1t)-CR+l). 

Therefore substituting this functional fonn into equ~tion {9) gives; 
E[U(1t)] = E(1t)(l-R)J(l-R) + V2(~RE(1t)-(l+R)) Vat(1t) 

(10) 

(11) 

By us~ng this equation, an approximation ofthe exp~ed utility, \Vilh and Wjthgut info~~tioo<tp 
reduce price~ risk, may b~ derived. The ditference petween Ut~setwo ycU,ues m~yl>e~~<m:verte.ct:mto ~ 
certainty equivalent ofprofit which should apprOxint<lt~,~~ 1\lternatiy~ly,, giv¢n'!\1V; tlie~. 
required .to equate .tlte e~-pected utility before the:use ofinthnna,~ion, :\Vithe~e9~¢d'~tijity: ~et · 
information is used (ie., with MV paid for·a reduction in p~c~Jtisk) ,cap.:be: ~s~m~t¢d.:, . 
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In so doing a number ofs~eps had to be taken. First. initial ·n,wenl!e. and ·profit were .estitna.t~4 from 
information provided by fanners who completed the questionnaire·. Secondto calquJate·:Ptdtit:af\er 
the use of risk reducing infonnation, the ,.fVIV farmers placed on price, tis~ information wa.s as$ul,n~d 
to be also the cost of thisintbrmation and so was deducted from the initial profit :amount 

Third the initial price .. risk and the decrease in this risk rest~lting from the use of information .had to 
be calculated by assumption. This step was required because it was considered too difficult.· a. task for 
fanners to provide this data. However, as t~ssumptions had to be ma.de in this context a ·sensitivity 
analyses was conducted using various values for the original coefficient ofvariation orwoobprice 
(CVp). In addition assumptions as to the extent of reduction in this CVp resulting from the use of 
information were also varied. 

Given the data available from the farmer surveys and that derived from the assumptj,on& made). an 
estimate for the value ofthe risk aversion coefficient (R)·could thus be.detennined. As stl!ted above 
this can be achieved by varying R until the value of expected utility betbre and after use ofrisk 
reducing intbrmation is equated. 

To elaborate upon these important steps in the model the following numerical example has been 
devised from fabricated data. !vlr Farmer achieves an expected 'WOol revenue of $100 000 and an 
expected profit of $50 000. The CVp is assumed to be 20 per cent. Mr Farmer may P.t;quire 
information that will reduce tllis CVp by 25 per cent to 15 per cent. He decides that his MVforthis 
risk reduction is $500. Incorporating this data into the model discussed above; MrFanners risk 
aversion coefficient may be found by altering R until his expected utility before and after us¢ of the 
risk reducing information is the same. This step is accomplished with a value for Mr Fanner's risk 
aversion coefficient (R) of0.259. 

Application 

The two Australian studies most relevant to compare with the results from this project.are thos¢ 
completed by Bardsley and Harris (1987) (this research showed that farmers in the higl:t r~~ 
region of Australia had a mean partial risk aversion coefficient of 0.1 while those in the sheep/wh¢at 
zone had a coefficient of0.7) and Bond and Wonder (1980). Jt was concludedftombothsttidi~~ 
that farmers operating in a high rainfall zone were slightly risk averse. Therefore it wa$hYPotlt~~is¢d 
that this project would show that farmers operating in the high rainfall region ofWestem A1,1stt8lia · 
would be risk averse and that their average risk aversion coefficient would be small. 

I\1urre1l (1992) estimated the underlying coefficient ofvariation ofprtc~ for 2l micron wool to ~~ 
23.34 per cent and for 23 micron wool to be 12,38 per cent. Farrnersiin the.highrainfclll region 
specified in this study produced wool at around 21 micron {I.H. Williams, pers. comm.).2 Th¢r~(ore 
for this study the coefficient of variation of wool price (CV p) was assumed to be 2Q,per,cent 
However, sensitivity analyses with the CVp at 17~ 18, 22. and 23 pet cent were also undert~ken. 

Murrell ( 1992) found that the impact ofthe RPS for wool was fJ :general reduction ·in the C¥p. She 
estimated that for 21 micron wool the CVp. was·teduced'ftom23.34 -per centt().J0.2~·p¢r¢~~t~ 
which is a 56 per cent. reduction.in CVp. As thefa,rmer:survey•usecito colJect,MVs\t'Qr::jpfotmati.()rt' 
to reguce price.;rislcs was concJqcted after the reijlovat ofth~ RPS, a diffi<;ylty il) trn!t~tQ~y "W~S,, 
estimating the decrease in CVp derived .fron; fiu'ffier~ using tms illfonn~tion !beca\l~e tp~~~~r~.,~ot 
asked to estimate the decrease in CVp :from the irtforitl~~ion.that they litil.f~·ep~ $ih¢e N~wlje,jy · 
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and Stiglitz ( 1981) found that most individuals ~re,not prot1ci¢nt at estimtltjpg pt9b~tilliti~s,,;it~a,~ 
decided that farmers could have problems estimating th~ decre.ase in the 'CVpacn1evedfro~/9~im~ 
intbnua.tion and this could have jeopar~ised other 'Survey resu.lt&. ltt$tead it WM as.~um~d tUat ,~hfJ 
decrease in CV p tbr aU farmers obtaining risk~reducing >information '\V~ 'One half <lfth.at::¢$tjro!}t~c:i~, by 
Murrell (1992) as achieved' by -the ltPS. That is, a reducUon of28 per cent. Thls ~cenario willbe 
referred to as the base•case scenario. The CVp was also decreased by on~ quarter (14 per c~nt), 
three eighths, or 21 per cent, five eighths, or 35 per c~nt and three quarters (42 percennin · 
sensitivity analyses. 

The survey used to collect fanners' MVs fbr information to reduce price-risk also contained 
questions to find out demographic intbmtation about farmers. These included wool production 
figures which were placed in an optimal farm plan, so that ex.pected revenue and profit could be 
estimated for each £mner. 3 It was assumed that the cost of acquiring this information for the farmer 
was negligible and so it was not included in the calculations. 

Results 

In the base-case scenario, the risk aversion coefficient (R) for each fanner nominating a MV for 
agricultural information to reduce price-risk was calculated when the coefficient of variation for 
wool price (CVp) was decreased by 28 per cent from an original value of0.2. This base.-case 
reduction resulted in a mean R value (R') of 0.28 (Table 1). In a series of sensitivity analyses the 
CVp was reduced by 14 per cent to give a R' of0.47 and by 21 per cent resulting in aR' of0.35 
(Table l ). \Vhen the CV p was reduced by 3 5 per cent, R' was found to be 0.23 and with a decrease 
of 42 per cent, the R' fell to 0.20 (Table 1). To test whether the R' found in each of the sensitivity 
analysis was significantly different from the R' dcternlined for the base-case reduction, independent 
samples T-tests were conducted. For reductions in the CVp of14, 21, 35 and 42 per cent the 
hypothesis that the R' values would not be significantly different to that found for a reduction of28 
per cent was accepted only for the scenarios with a decrease in the CVp of21 and 35 per cent 
(p>0.05) (Table 1). 

Table 1 The mean risk aversion coefficients (R') for farmers when the base-case CVp of0.2 was 
decreased by 28 per cent and 14, 21) 35 and 42 per cent insensitivity analyses with the 
statistical T -test values shown in brackets. 

Decrease in CV~(%) R' 
28 0.28 

(Base-case) 
14 0.47* 

( .. 3.16) 
21 0.35 

(-1.44) 
35 0.23 

(1,20) 
42 0.20*' 

.(2.03) 
* denotes values that are significantly differ~nt to the p~~se ofR!;:::(),28 (p~0.05) 

3 The optimal fannplan (u~ing MIDAS) was developcd.by JoP.n. YatJJl~1 Deparimt!nt.of Agricidtur~, We~~m 
Australia. 
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To gain a better understanding ofthe range ofR values for the individual fatmers~ fo~r sro4pswer~ 
identified: R>l; 1>R>0.7; 0.7>R>0.3; 0.3>R>O (Ta.ble2). Fornreductionof'2Sperccntirrt~e 
CVp, none of the farmers hadaR value greater than one:l two percent h:td a,.Rvll.lue,cf:betweep l 
and 0. 7, 38 per cent offanners hadaR. of between 0. 7 and 0.3 ~nd the remaining 60 per cent had a. 
R less than 0.3 (Table 2). When the GVp was reduced by 21 per cent, two percent oftbe fa.rm~rs 
had a R value greater than one, with l3 per cent having a R vall)e between 1 and 0. 7, 36 .. per cent of 
the £mners possessing a R value between 0. 7 and 0.3, and the remaining 49 per c~nt having a R 
value less than 0.3 (Table 2). Reducing the CVp by 35 per cent showedthat none of the farmers 
surveyed had a R value above 0. 7, 29 percent experienced a R vnlue between 0. 7 and 0.3, and the 
remaining 71 per cent hadaR value less than 0.3 (Tabl~ 2). 

Taf:lle 2 The mean risk aversion coefficients (R') and the percentage offam1ers falling into .each of 
the tbur groups when the CVp was reduced by 28 per cent and 21 and 3S per cent in 
sensitivity analyses. 

R>I.O N/A 
LO>R>0.7 0.83 
0.7>R>0.3 0.48 
0.3>R>O.O 0.14 

a signifies a reduction by that value in the CVp, ie., a 28% • .21% and 35% reduction in tb.c CYp 
bThc percentage of individual risk aversion coct11cicnts falling into each group 

Sensitivity analyses concerning a change in the base-case CV p were also conducted. In these 
analyses the initial CV p was increased from 0.2 to 0.22 and 0.23 while it was also decr¢ased to 0.18 
and 0. I 7 (Table 3). Reducing each of these new CVp by 28 per cent as was done for the base~case 
analysis, resulted in the R* for the former analysis being 0.23 and 0.20 respectively while for the 
latter analysis the R' was 0.35 and 0.38 respectively (Table 3). These results may be compared to the 
base-case CVp of0.2 being reduced by the same 28 per cent giving a R' of 0.28 (Tables l and 3), 
However, only the analysis whereby the CVp was reduced by 0.23 could the hypothesis that there 
was not a significant difference between the R' for each of the sensitivity analyses a11d the baseMcase 
analysis be rejected (p>O.OS) (Table 3), 

Table 3 The n,'"~an risk aversion coefficients (R') for fanners when the original CVp of0.20, 0.~21 
0.23, 0.18 and 0.17 were decreased by 28 per cent in sensitivity analyses with the statistical 
T -test values shown in brackets. 

CVp R' 
0.20 0.28 

(Base-case) 
0.23 0.20* 

(L99) 
0.22 0.23 

0.37) 
0.18 0.35 

(~l.3l) 

0.17 0.38 
{-1 ,80) 

* denotes values that arc significantly different to the base-Q!SC o(R':;;{).28 (p<O~OS) 

The R values were, as previously, divided into fo~r groups: R>I; l>R!?t0.7; 0.7>R>Q,!l; Q~~>~() 
(Table 2 and Table 4) when the CV p was redt1ced by 28 per cent. R~d4qjqg a CY,~ ,pf0~2~ l>Y:, g.~/g~r . 
cent resulted in none of the farmers having a R value gre().ter tb~ o. 7, widl ~9 'P.~f':cgn.t~~p~n~n.cln~' 
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a R value between 0.3 and 0.7 and the remaining 71 per cent having a R value b¢low0.3(fa91~4). 
Changing the initial CVp to 0.18 and then reducing it by 28 per cent resulted in two ;per t¢nt of 
fanner$ having an R value E,ttcater than one) with 13 p~r c~nt having ~n R value be~weerron~ and 
0.7, 36 per cent having aR between 0.3 and 0.7 and the r~maining49 percent hl!vinga Rvalue 
below 0.3 (Table 4). A reduction in a CVp ofO.l7 by the ~:aune percentage did not chang~ the 
petcentage of fanners fhlling into each group from the previous analysis. 

Table 4 The mean risk aversion coeUlcicnts {R1
) and the percentage offanners fttlllng into each of 

the four groups when the CVp was reduce.d by 14 and 28 per cent from the original CVp of 
0 .22, 0 18 d 0 17 . . . ' I an m scnstttvltY anatyses. 

Original CVp Group R'(ACVr,=28%8) {%}b 
0.22 Jt>l 0 N/A {0} 

l.O>R>0.7 NIA {0} 
0.7>R>0.3 0.45 {29} 
0.3>R>O.O 0.14 {711 --0.18 R>l.O 1.02 {2} 
LO>R>0.7 0.79 (13} 
0.7>R>0.3 0.43 {36} 
OJ>R>O.O 0.14 J49l 

017 R>l.O 1.08 {2} 
l.O>R>0.7 0.85 { 13} 
0.7>R>OJ 0.46 {36} 
0.3>R>O.O 0.15 {49} 

asignHies a rcdocuon by tlutt value jn the CVp, ic., a 28% .reduction in the CVp 
b-The percentage of indh~dual risk aversion coefficients falling into each group 

Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper traditional producer methodol!l&'Y has been adap(ed to include the value fanners place 
on infomlat:on to reduce risk associated with wool prices. The results showed that the risk attitude 
of farmers can be estimated on the basis of Hteir MV for information to reduce risk Msociated wjth 
wool prices~ the decrease in variance of wool price and their expected wool revenue. 

Given the assumptions for the base-case scenario including the coeft1cient ofvariation for wool price 
(CV p) of 0.2 being reduced by 28 per cent, the analysis estim~ted that fanners were risk av~rse~ with 
a mean risk aversion coefficient (R') of just under 0.3. Due to the difficulty of oalcul~ting the 
reduction in the CV p achieved from the use of wool ptice~risk infonnation various sensitivity 
analyses were conducted. Of' the assumptions made in this paper reducing the CVp over~ range 
from 14 to 42 percent in sensitivity analyses showed that the mean risk aversion coefficient~ of 
farmers changed little over a range from 0.2 to a. value just below 0.5, Moreover" only the- extreme 
values of this range were statistically significantly different from the base ... caseR! o£0.28. Sensidvity 
analyses of the assumed initial level of the CVp of0.2 were also conducted. Varying the CVpfrom 
0.17 to 0.23 resulted in the R' v~ng slightly from around 0.4 to 0.2. Once again from a statisticcij 
perspective~ only increasing the CVp to 0.23 gave Rvatues which were statistically signlficapt{y 
different to those when the CVp was 0.2. · 

In the analyses errors may have arisen in the calculation of the fanners• risk aversion coetnciertts 41Je 
to experlmentCll error in collecting the data for the model~ from the mi~pecification ofth~.prodQ(:tion 
function, 'vrongly assuming the source of risk to be mt.dtlplicative or from incorrectly ~peCifY:ing·nqt 
only the extent of risk reduction from the U$e ofinformatiqn, but also the uniformitY ofthis · 
reduction among farmers. Nevertheless tbe results found in thi$ studY. · strongly S4P .. P .. ort lbe MEW. . mc.mt 

' ' 



that farmers generally express some degree of risk a.vcfsion with over half of the farnlers h~.viqg .. ~ 
risk aversion coeflioient under 0.3 '\vtth a mean value of0.14. This finding compares to those of 
Bardsley and Harris (1987) and Sond and Wonder (1980). Furthermore the.level.ofrisk av¢ndon.of 
most of the surveyed fanners is between that estimated by Bardsley and H~rris (1987) for tarmersin 
the sheep/wheat zone (ie,, 0. 7) ami that estimated for those in the high rainfall zone (ie., O .. l), 
Therefore it may be concluded that the results support the argument that the valuations giv~nby 
fanners participating in this CVM survey were valid nnd reliable estimates of their actual valuations 
of agricultural infonnatian. 
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